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SUMMARY

A slightly modified circular systematic sampling scheme is presented.
It is equally simple and provides estimate of variance of mean. As joint
probabilities of inclusion of pairs of units,- are unequal, Horvitz-Thompson
method of estimation has been adopted. These probabilities can be obtained
quite easily.
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Introduction

Systematic sampling provides a very convenient scheme of sampling as
com|)ared to otlier sampling scliemes. It is used widely in different situations.
It is being used extensively iu different surveys conducted by the National
Sample Survey Organisation, Government of India. Tliis technique has,
however, tlie drawback tliat tliough it provides unbiased estimate of population
mean, it cannot provide an estimate of tlie variance of tlie estimate of mean.
As much tlie user cannot get any idea of precision of tlie estimate. The usual
systematic sampling scheme requires that population size N is an exact multiple
of sample size. Lahiri (1954) suggested a modification of systematic sampling
which does not have tlie above, drawback and called it circular systematic,
sampling. Tliis scheme also has tlie drawback that it cannot provide estimate
of variance. In tliis paper a modified technique of circular systematic sampling
is provided. This technique ensures unbiased estimates of variance of mean
and at the same time does not affect tlie simplicity of tlie iexisting scheme.
Though tlie scheme works for both linear and circular systematic technique,
we are emphasising on circular systematic sampling as tliis scheme works for
any population and sample sizes. The linear systematic sampling is also covered
by tlie present metliod.

2. A Modified Circular Systematic Sampling Technique.

Let N denote the size of population and u, tlie sample size. The units are
provided serial numbers in any order.
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5. Conclusions

In general the LER can be analysed using any of the standardisation
witliout much loss in tlie precision of comparisons. The fear tliat different
divisors used for computation of PLER and LER would violate the basic
structure of additive model and usher in fresh problems about tlie assumptions
of the non-nomiality appears to be little unfounded. And agronomists may use
different sole crop treatments in their experiment, for meaningful interpretation.
Considering all the tliree aspects of additivity, normality and precision, the
standardisation treatmentwise over all tlie blocks appears to be tlie best
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ESTIMATIONOF VARIANCE OF MEAN m

Step : I. A circular systematic sample of size (n-1) is first drawn by
Nfollowing tlie existing metliod by taking K= —j-,. tliat is, ,tlie integer part

Nsmaller tlian ^^ When N is divisible by n-1 which is the case of linear
systematic sampling, K has to be so taken that it does not divide N. Normal

choice of Kin tliis case is K= ^ -1 or K= ^ +1.
n-1 n-1

Step : 11. Next, one more unit is drawn at random from among the
N-(n-l)= N-n + 1 units left after tlie sample in Step : I is drawn.

Step : in. The n units obtained from Step-I and Step-2 fomi tlie required
sample.

3. Estimation

The proposed estimation procedure is Horvitz-Thompson metliod of
estimation. Accordingly, we require tlie inclusion probability of tlie i-th unit,
Jii which, of course, is constant and tlius independent of i and tlie inclusion,
probability of tlie i-th and j-tli units togetlier, n.. (i, j =1,2,..., N)

3 (a). Values of ni's

The i-tli unit is included in a sample if tlie systematic sample drawn
contains tlie i-tli unit or tlie systematic sample drawn does not contain the
i-tli unit but tlie extra unit drawn subsequently is tlie i-tli unit. The probability
of tlie i-th unit being included in a sample is then

71;= Pf(i-tli unitinsystematic sample)

+ P/(i-tli unitnotin systematic sample and
tlie extra unit is tlie i-tli unit)

1n-1

N N-(n-l)

n-1 ^ (N-n +1) 1
N N • (N-n + 1).

n-l ^
N "^N

n
= — = constant

Hence, every unit being included in a sample has tlie same probability.
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3(b) Value OfTtij's

The inclusion probability of the i-th and the j-th units as per original
numbering of tlie units depends on i and j. If the i-th and j-th units occur
togetlier in samples iii the original systematic sampling scheme at step-I,
then the total number; of samples in which both the i-th and j-th units occur
togetlier finally comes out as

A.. = X.ij(N-u+l) +2(n-l-X.ij)

= ^(N-n +l-2) +2(u-l)

= ^„(N-n-l) +2(n-l) (3.1)

As the total number of samples is N (N - n + 1)

A::
n-,: = (3.2)

y, . N(N-n + l)

The values of can be obtained conveniently as below when the sample

units have tlie same numbering as used initially for drawing the systerrmtic
sample in slep-l.

Let p= abs (i-j).

Ifor is an integer, s tlieu
iC K .

X,ij= n-s-l wheu(n-s^l) >0 ^
Otherwise X.ij=,0

Tliis shows tliat A^ is non-zero for all possible choices of i and j. Hence,
when Horvitz-Thompson metlipd of estmiation is adopted variance of tlie mean
is estimable. As tlie inclusion probability of each unit is tlie same, usual
aritlimatic mean of tlie sample observations gives an unbiased estimate of the
population mean.

4. Estimate of variance

In ahnost all sampling schemes tc; and Tty are both constants or both unequal.
The present scheme has n/s constant but Tty's are unequal. As such the formula
for variance estimatae can be expressed in an alternative simpler form. But
puttnig

"i~ ^(i= 12 N)' reduction tlie estimated variance becomes

(3.3)
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•V= 1 P-^\
n li-i ' n i-i j>i ^tij J

For linear systematic sample if adopted n.^. takes two values viz. ^ for
two units which occur in a systematic sample

K=N/(n -1) and ^ for two units one of which is a unit drawn
subsequently.

5. An Example : N= 25,n= 6

Tlie size of the systematic sample is 6 -1 = 5. As (n-1) divides N, we
have to take tlie interval K= 5-1= 4 required for systematic sample. For
actually drawng tlie sample take a uou-zero random number less tlian or equal
to 25. If tliis number be R, tlien tlie sample is R, R+4, R+8v R+12, R+16. If
any of tliese numbers be greater tlian N (= 25), tlien 25 is to be substracted
from each of tliem. If R= 10, tlie samle is 10, 14, 18, 22, 1. If any number
happends to be 0, tlie it is to be replaced by 25. Next, from tlie units other
tlian tliose in the above saniple, one more units is selected at random. Let it
be denoted by Ro= 17, say. Then tlie final sample is 10, 14, 18, 22, 1, 17.
The mean of tliese observations from these units gives an unbiased estimate
of tlie population mean.

For obtaining an unbiased estimate of variance of tiie mean, all tlie tIj/s
for tlie units in tlie sample are required. These can, be obtained easily from
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).

Here, Ajj.= 18 Xij.+10

where is as given in (3.3).

/. To get.Ajo ,4 we need ,4.

i) 4As p= abs (10-14)= 4 andk =4, we have ®~ ^ ~ 4 ~

Hence, ' ^io,i4= n-s-1
= 6-1-1

= 4.

^10,14= ^10,14(N-n-I) +2(n-l)

= 18x4+10

= 72+10
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_ .82 82
"lO-" 25 X20 250

Case 2. Again i= 17 and j= 18.

1 25-1 ,P=4°r—=6

So, X;i7,ig= 6-6-1=-1 <0

^17, 18 ^17,18 ~ ®

^17,18-

10 1
and ]T,17.18 250 25

Similarly, otlier Aj/s can be obtained easily.
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